Introduction
Cavalier King Charles token ( $ CHARLY ) is on Cardano blockchain
to bark only. Don't blame us if our bark doesn't make you rich, this is
not our goal. Our goal is to honor the founder of Cardano and if you
are here for the money, then we suggest you to go back to the F I A T
world mmkaay.

Technicals
There is no rocket science technology behind the project, just ($CHARLY)
tokens and some paintings from painters, that came from across all realms
and were carefully chosen from our beloved king. You can trade or
transfer tokens, you can even send them to your friend as a gift (or your
wife, but if she barks at you because of that, it isn't our fault) or you can
bark every time you buy some tokens or get one of the Cnfts! And this
can go on and on as long as the Cardano blockchain will exist, so forever.
Or if we rephrase in astronomical words, it will be bigger and bigger, like
the universe.
Why we are here?
It can't be just one doggie as a meme on Cardano. We will accompany
other meme doggie tokens, so we can bark together like a big wolfpack.
You can't expect to be rich with ( $CHARLY ) tokens, but we can
promise you, that our bark will be heard far far away, even to the
Othala in Ida galaxy the home of Asgards.

Tokenomics
As we live in a fairy tale, we though that using number 7 is more then
suitable. Below you can find how we use those numbers in a fine and
delicious cake that we bake just for you. You can try it, but only if you
join our wolfpack. This should be one of the best on the market.

Initial Token Mint: 777.777.777.777
Circulating supply: 388.888.888.888

Founders & advisors 10%
Royal bowl 10%
Royal treasury 50%

Ecosystem growth 20%

King Charles Foundation
10%

Royal Treasury
50% of total supply will be used for the Royal Treasury. We plan to use it to
attract others, to expand our wolfpack and all together bark as loud as we can.
Maybe Metaverse? You never know, but at the moment we are bark-less about
this.

Royal Bowl
10% of total supply will be available in the Royal Bowl on our website
charly-token.io/ and everybody will be able to get $CHARLY tokens.

Ecosystem growth
We need to be heard everywhere, barking in the kennel is not enough. That's
why ecosystem growth is more than necessary and we think 20% of total supply
is suitable amount. This supply will be distributed to dog fans through SPOs,
DripDropz, used for DEX liquidity and for other upgrades and advertising.

King Charles foundation
10% of total supply will be send directly to King Charles, without whom we
wouldn't be able to see these tokens (everybody should know who that pesrson is,
right?). It's up to him what will happen to these tokens, but we are more than
sure that they will be used well. Whatever that means.

Founders & advisors
10% of total supply will be available for founders and advisors. They have no
intention to sell doggie food, only to keep it safe and hodl.

